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1989: Maintenance Staff
2002: Flight Operation
Engineering
2013: Pilot Training
English Education in Japan
10 years
Hello! ◎△＄♪×￥・・・・
English Education in Japan
・Reading
・Writing
・Grammar
Ra-i-to
Light ? Right ?
su
Rice ? Lice ?

English in Ground School
Learning Theory in English
Pros and Cons
Communication levels improve
・ICAO English Level 4
・Instructor pilots are Native English speakers 
Cons: Trainee difficulties
・ Study vocabulary in both Japanese and English
・ Subjects not taught in native language
Pros:
How was your first Flight?
How was 
flight training?
At the beginning of 
training,  I couldn't  
answer the ATC.
Knowledge 
problem?
Ground 
school 
curriculum?
Language 
problem?
Something 
specific to 
him?
ATC in Ground school
・ ATC Knowledge Instruction １５
５ H
・ ATC Exercise 25H
In Japanese + In English 
Instructor : Bonanza 19A, Runway 33, cleared for takeoff, straight out departure approved
Trainee : Runway 33, cleared for takeoff, straight out departure approved Bonanza 19A, 
Research
English is OK.
Knowledge is OK.
Practice is OK
Why?
At beginning of flight training …
it is difficult to answer ATC, even though
they have knowledge and enough practice.
Because…
Trainees can not predict when or what ATC will say.
It is very important to be able to predict 
when and what ATC will say.
No 
problem
Native speaker trainee could read back ATC 
even though he had not been educated yet.
Experiment
Native Speaker pilots
Yes,  it is difficult to understand  a non native 
English speaker ATC at first.
No problem to understand the ATC with 
experience.
Yes, it is important to be able to predict 
when and what ATC will say.
ANA ?
I wonder
Don’t worry.
If trainees have the ability to predict when and what 
ATC will say, 
they  can concentrate on controlling the aircraft 
without stress from ATC.
Eventually they will improve with experience
Is it OK not to revise ground school contents?
Is it OK ? 
Time for flight training is limited
If there is a way to reduce trainees’ 
stress with ATC …
Have more time to concentrate on 
flying
Time for flight training is limited
If we can better prepare them for ATC 
situations…
・Reduce additional training time
・ Reduce training costs
If we can better 
prepare them for 
ATC situations…
ATC Trainer
iPad  or  PC
Bonanza 99P, 
CLEARED FOR
TAKE-OFF
CLEARED FOR
TAKE-OFF 
Bonanza 99A
PTT
Check
-English (Pronunciation)
-Read back
ATC Trainer
Based on 
ATC language used at actual airports 
- Phraseology
- Waypoint names
- locally utilized language
- timing
Demonstration (Glasgow airport version)
・ATC trainer is not a perfect solution for aviation English
・In the case of an Emergency, there is no routine 
communication. Pilots and ATC have to communicate in 
English
・More than 60 countries speak English and each country 
has a dialect.
Optimal Goal:
・Native and non-native English speakers should           
compromise
・ Use phraseology
Perfect solution?
It’s a sports 
drink
Not actual 
sweat.
Enjoy the English in Japan
POCARI SWEAT
Enjoy the English in Japan 
CALPIS
Milk based 
sweet beverage
Is not made 
from cow’s 
urine
Cow piss?
Thank you
